
Chapter 5 

Maps of CG 22 



5.1 Introduction 

In this c1ial)tcr we derive tlic Iiiass of I31ob 1 of CG2'2. 'I'l~is globtlle has tliree regions 
of high obscuratio~l along its tail which niay, in fact, be seperate CGs. These have 
been called Blob 1,2 ancl 3 respectively. From the maps of the Blob 1 arid associated 
tail of CG 22 ~ n a d e  in the .J=l 4 0 lines of 12C0 arid 13C0 we derive temperature 
and column density distributions. \\:e estinlate the mass of Blob 1 by three different 
methods. The chapter ends with a discussion of t,he results. 

5.2 Data Reduction 

The observations and basic data reduction have been described in chapter 3. The 
temperature scale obtained by these reduction steps is what has been called TI  in 
the literature. This quantity is telescope dependent. Uie have to correct this further 
for the forward coupli~ig efficiency and the image-band to signal-band gain-ratio to 
obtain Tk ,  the nlain bean1 antenna temperature. This quantity has also been called 
the radiation temperature. This is the closest one can get to the source brightness 
temperature in the absence of any kliowlctlge al>out the source structt~re, and is less 
dependent on the telescope. \\'e describe belo\v briefly the basis of these corrections. 

5.3 Basics of calibration 

An ol>scrvation consists of a run of OiY ant1 O F F  ~ilcasurelnents, ancl a run of 
AAlB and O F F  ~neasuremerits for calibration. The OAT and O F F  nieasurerllents 
may correspond to two different positions in the sky (heam or position switching) 
or two different frecjuencies (frequency switching) and the AA4B measurement is 
made with an ambient tenil~erature absorber in front of the receiver. Let the cor- 
responding voltages measured he 1 b.y. 1 bFF and \kArB.  Let the system, including 
the atmosplicre, Iiave gains C;, ant1 GI i r i  the signal arid iniage hantls. Tlieri for a 
spectral line obscrvatiori with a double side-band (DSB) system we have 



from which we derive 

Ts,,,,, is what is normally referred to as T i  in literature, the antenna temperature 
aftcr cos~,cctio~l for all tc!lcscol)o lossos occtrrit~g at a~l~I)iot~t  t(!tlil)~rat~lre (for exarl~l)le, 
a lossy elenlent at room temperature iri the bearn path or beam truncation due to 
or spill-over onto ambient temperature objects). It is not corrected for that part of 
the telescope response on the sky outside the main beam due to spill over past the 
seco~ldary, the error pattern etc. This correction is done by dividing Tt; by vfss, the 
forward spill over and scattering efficiency. 

5.4 Calibration at the 10.4m telescope 

For the DSB receivers used at the 10.-irii telescol>e, tlie ratio of tlie side-band gains 
have been measured to be same within 0..5dB. \lye assume that the gains are same 
because the signal and image frequencies are only 3 GlIz apart. So G, ane G; can 
be different only because of tlie frequency tlepcnderice of atmospheric absorption. 
The measured atmospheric absorption in the 3 mln window reproduced in figure 5.1 
from Ulich and Haas(l976) s1ion.s that the frequency tlependence is appreciable at 
115 GIIz arid ricecls to I>c take11 illto accou~it . \\'c cstiliiatc. the ratio G;/G, frorn this 
figure to be eO." for I2CO observations wit11 LO at 113.8 GHz. The measurements 
do not necessarily correspond to conditions at Bangalore but we assume that the 
effect on tlie gain ratio will or~ly he of sccolitl ortlcr. So all our I2CO line strengths 
liave to be multiplied by a factor (1 + e0.I7)/2 = 1.09. As can be seen from the 
figure, the atmospheric absorption flattens off at 110 GHz and therefore 13C0 line 
strengths do not ~ieetl such a correction. To make tlie more important correction for 
forward spill over and scattering, we can use the measured value of 0.61 for i~f,, at 
113.8 GHz (Patel, 1990). \Ve assurne that rjjsS is 0.61 a t  both 110 GHz and 115 GHz 
and multiply both 12C0 and 13C0 data by l/rlfss = 1.64. By doing this we get what 
is referred to as T i ,  the source brlghtizess fernperafure coi~volved with the antenna 
difiaction pattern, tlie closest one can get to the source briglitliess teliiperature in 
the absence of any k~iowledge about the source structure. This is the quantity that 
is reported nowadays in tlie literature. So the corlrction factors to be applied for 
12C0 and 13C0 data are 1.79 and 1.G4, rrsyectictely. On applying these corrections 
the line strengths on Orion A obtained at tlie 10.4111 telescope are 73.4 I< for 12C0 
and 13.9 I i  for 13C0 in agrcemcrit with vall~cs rcyortcd in tlie literature. Table 5.1 
lists the values obtained by various telescopes. 



Figure Fj.1: The atmospheric attenuation curve over the 3-mm window (after Ulich 
and Haas 1976). 



Table 5.1: CO line strengths 011 0111 A 

The forward spill over and scattering eficiency, tl,, , ,  is a function of elevation but 
since all the data for tlie maps were taken over a small elevation range of 25'-40°, 
we do not 11lake any elevation dependent corrections. The T;I for Orion A values 
quoted above were ~ n a d e  at -4.5' elevation. \\:e assume that the correction applied 
is not much in error for ttie elevation range of our observations. 

Telescope 

FCH.AO 14m 
AT&T Bell Labs 71n 
RRI 10.41~1 

The final spectra were written on tape in FITS format and further data reduction 
to obtain temperatures, optical depths arid column densities were carried out on 
AIPS. We give a brief summary of the ~riethods used to derive these quantities and 
the results. 

5.5 Temperature 

I2CO 
I i  
70 
76 
73.4 

The most corlirnoli tliethod used to cletcrn~ine tIic kinetic telliperature in a molecular 
cloud is to use a line that is optically thick and therlnalised. These conditions are 
met by the J = l  -, 0 transition of 12C0. Due to its small dipole moment, CO reaches 
thermal equilihri~im for relatively low tlcnsity of I I 2  (300 C I I I - ~ ) .  111 addition, this 
line i~ a111iost always optically thick. 'I'he disadvalitage of this ~netliod is that tlie 
temperature obtained corresponds to the outer regions of the cloud where the line 
becomes optically thick. Iiowever, unless detailed modelling is done a constant 
temperature for the cloud is assumed even though this is unrealistic. Keeping in 
mind that for typical nlolecular clout1 temperatures hv << kT is not valid and taking 
into account the 2.7 I\: background. the kinetic temperature is given by 

as derived in the Appendix. Figures 5.2(a) arid (b )  show a contour plot and a ,  
psuedo-color image, respectively, of the clistril~ution of TI;,,, in CG22-Blob 1. 
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5.6 Optical Depth 

The spectral line from 12C0 being optically tliick, it is 13C0 whose optical depth 
is determined directly from the observations. One first assumes that the excitation 
temperatures for both 12C0 and 13C0 are the same. Then one obtains the 13C0 
optical deptli from the observed 13C0 line using simple radiative transfer. We 
reproduce below the expression for optical depth derived in the Appendix: 

Figures 5.3(a) and (b)  show, respectively, a cont.our plot and a pseudo-color image 
of J rdv,  the integrated optical depth distribution in CG 22-Blob 1. 

5.7 Column Density 

To derive the column density A;{, of molecular hydrogen, we first obtain the NlsCo, 
the colulriri clerisity of 13C0 fro111 J T ~ U  usilig the followilig relation derived in the 
Appendix: 

From &Jco we get NH2 using the proportionality factor given by Dickman(l978) 
viz., 

it[if2 = (5.0 f 2.5) x 105~f13Co (5.8) 

This conversion has been derived fro111 ol~servatiol~s of 38 'dark clouds in 12C0 and 
13C0 and extinction measurements. A universal value for the ratio N ; I , / J ~ ~ J ~ ~  has 
been questioried by Frerking, Langer alicl \\'ilson(l9S2) wlio fount1 that this number 
can vary by as much as a factor of 10. \\h use Dickman's number as more information 
is not available. Figures 5.4(a) and (b)  show a contour plot, and a pseudo-color image 
of the distribution of aJco in CG 22-Blob 1. 

5.8 Mass estimates 

Masses for niolecular cloutls can be esti~iiated 115 three different methods. The first 
method lises an optically thin line such as '"0 to get Nil, as clolle above. If tlie . 

distance to tlie cloud is klio\vli. car1 Ijc i~itegrated over tlie projected area of the 
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Figure 5.2 (a) A contour plot of the kinetic temperature distribution over CG22- 
Blob-1. The levels are in Kelvins. ( F-- L ~7 r. b / ~  ~7 r * L? C >  
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Figure 5.2 (b) A pseudo color image of the kinetic temperature distribution over 
CG22-Blob-1. The scale is in units of Kelvin. 
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Figure 5.3 (a) A contour plot of the integrated 13C0 optical depth distribution 
over C~22- lob-1. 



Figure 5.3 (b) A pseudo color image of the i~ltegratecl '3CO optical depth distribu- 
tion over CG22-Blob-1. 
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Figure 5.4 (a) A contour plot of the 13C0 column density distribution over CG22- 
Blob-1. The levels listed are in units of cm-*. 
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cloud to obtain the gas mass. Based on this nietliod we derive a n~ass  of 27 Ma 
for CG 22-Blob 1. 

The second method uses the e~llpirically tleterli~il~ed proportioriality between 
Inco and NH2 (Dickman 1978; Young and Scoville 1982). The basis for this propor- 
tionality has remained unclear although explanations based on the clumpy nature of 
molecular clouds and virial equilibrium Iiave been proposed (Solornon el. nl. 1987). 
We have used a value of 2 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~ '  ~rn-~/I ikrns- '  for the ratio I 1 2 ~ ~ / n / t ~ 2 .  Based 
on this method we obtain a mass of 71Mo for CG 22-Blob 1. 

The third method assumes that tlie cloud is in ziirial equilibrium, and estimates 
the mass from the observed velocity dispersion. Approximating CG 22-Blob 1 by a 
sphere with radius 5', using the observed Z ' F ) ) . H , ~ ~  of 1.2 kms-I we obtain a virial 
mass of 250 Ma. 

5.9 Discussion 

Figure 5.5 shows the 13C0 column density distribution superimposed on an optical 
picture of CG 22 frorn the ESO plates. Clearly, there is excellent agreement between 
the two. The ilidividual streaks seen on tlie optical tail are well traced in CO. 
In addition, the CO emissioli is restricted to the regions delineated in the optical 
picture. The gradient in ; l f~~co is cjuite sharp on tlie side which faces the center 
of the system of CGs (roughly south) whereas on the northern side the cloud is 
diffuse. Tliese eviderices point directly to the profoulid effect of tlie environment on 
the globule. 

'l'here is evitlclice for all enibedcled yourig star whicl~ shows up in the IItAS maps 
of Sahu et.a1.(1989) as a point source. This star has been seen in 2.2~1 scans and is 
the same as the Hcr eniissiorl star \\.ra2'20 (also PIIa92). This is believed to be a 
pre-~nain sequerice star in the Inass range 0.5-2 hIm forliiilig i l l  CG 22- Blob 1. This 
makes the star formation efficiency of the globule - a few percent. This point source 
has an IR luminosity of -4Lg with a large error (lLG,-SLo). The ratio L I R / M  is 
only 0.15. Sugitani et .a/.( 1989) have establislied an en~pirical criterion for externally 
triggered star for~nation basecl on this ratio. According to t.henl a ratio > 0.3 implies 
external mechanisais. I t  would appear that this star ill  CC: 22 is not being fornled 
by external ~neclianisms but i t  is not possil>le to say this conclusively because the 
error in L I R  is too large. 

The mass derivetl here from C'O observatio~ls (27-iORI,;,) is iri reasoliable agree- 
lilerit witli t11o cstil~iate ( - l O A I , i , )  ol)tailic>tl l)y Sallu ct.nl.(l!)S!)) fro111 tlie 11tAS 



Figure 5.5: Contours of the 13C0 column density superposed on an optical neg- 
ative image of CG 22-Blob 1 .  The lowest contour is at 8 x 1014cm-2 and the step 
size is 8 x 1014cm-2. 



maps. Tlie virial riiass is too large conll)ared to the mass derived fro111 CO obser- 
vations. This may imply that the clout1 is disintegrating clue to the effects of its 
environ~nent . 
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